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PRESS RELEASE -  
State Museum of Natural History Stuttgart 
 
The study of modern salamanders provides researchers with clues to the feeding 
behavior of early terrestrial vertebrates. 
 
Stuttgart, 18.10.2023. Since the work of Charles Darwin, it is relatively clear from an 
evolutionary perspective where we come from: aquatic ancestors gave rise to terrestrial 
vertebrates, from among which humans developed. However, it has not yet been clarified how 
exactly the vertebrate water-to-land transition took place despite physical and physiological 
constraints that the life under the new terrestrial condition brought about. The vertebrate 
water-to-land transition began about 360 million years ago in the Devonian period. Feeding 
was one of the most essential processes that early tetrapods had to adapt during the change 
from aquatic to terrestrial life. An international team led by Dr. Daniel Schwarz and Prof. Dr. 
Rainer Schoch of the State Museum of Natural History Stuttgart, Germany, studied the 
feeding behavior of extant salamanders and subsequently used the results of these analyses 
to draw conclusions about the feeding behavior of early tetrapods. 
 
The research results suggest that early terrestrial vertebrates may have eaten during their 
first attempts to conquer the land despite lacking mobile tongues like those seen across 
many of today’s amniotes. In addition, during the early stages of development when they 
were still aquatic, early tetrapods may have performed complex chewing behaviors similar to 
mammals despite often possessing relatively simple shaped teeth (curved-conical and 
monocuspid). The research was published in “Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society B: Biological Sciences”. 
 
An experimental forms the basis for the analyses  
The researchers chose an experimental biological approach to clarify the feeding behavior of 
early tetrapods. They studied and observed recent salamanders because they display similar 
anatomies and can feed in water and on land. The scientists analyzed the feeding behavior 
of forty species from nine of the ten salamander families during three developmental stages, 
making this the most comprehensive salamander feeding study to date. 
 
“We observed the animals as larvae, juveniles before metamorphosis, and adults after 
metamorphosis. After metamorphosis, the salamanders were observed during feeding, if 
possible, both underwater and on land. Our study stands out from previous studies not only 
because of the number of species and the developmental approach but also because 
feeding was studied from the initial intake of food into the mouth to the onset of swallowing”, 
said Dr. Daniel Schwarz.  
 
Possible changes in the feeding behavior of prehistoric animals were studied with 
modern technologies 
Developmental water-land transitions in salamanders were used to model possible changes 
in the feeding behavior of early tetrapods. Detailed analyses were partly possible through 
modern technologies, such as high-speed X-ray video imaging, from two perspectives, which 
were used to generate three-dimensional animations (XROMM). This method allows for 
studying the rapid movements of bone structures used during feeding as well as the 
movements of prey in the salamanders’ mouths. X-ray videography enabled looking into the 
mouths of the animals, even when they were closed. 
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Two possible scenarios for early terrestrial feeding 
The researchers’ data suggest two scenarios for terrestrial feeding in early tetrapods: either 
prey was grasped with the jaws and dragged back into the water, where the tongue may 
have transported it via water currents and the jaws may have processed it (chewing bites) - 
or prey was processed directly on land by a combination of prey shaking and biting, and 
finally swallowed with the help of inertial transport (i.e., quick forward movements or head 
rotations while temporarily releasing the grip on the food). 
 
Therefore, it seems that terrestrial feeding was possible even before vertebrates walked on 
land and before flexible tongues evolved. Further, the observations suggest the presence of 
complex chewing habits, including jaw movements in more than one dimension, during early 
developmental stages. 
 
“The present work can be seen as important foundational research from which further 
questions may arise. In further studies, we would like to investigate the skulls, jaws, and 
tongue structures of early terrestrial vertebrates based on fossils to clarify additive details 
regarding the evolution of the feeding behavior of early tetrapods and the water-land 
transition of vertebrates”, say the scientists Dr. Daniel Schwarz and Prof. Dr. Rainer Schoch.  
 
For the editors 
 
The research was published in the journal Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B: 
Biological Sciences, and it is part of a Special Issue on animal feeding behavior (title: Food 
processing and nutritional assimilation in animals, 
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/toc/rstb/2023/378/1891). 
 
Original publication: 
Schwarz D, Heiss E, Pierson TW, Konow N, Schoch RR. 2023. Using salamanders as model 
taxa to understand vertebrate feeding constraints during the late Devonian water-to-land 
transition. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 20220541. 
https://doi.org/10.1098/rstb.2022.0541 
Published online 10/16/2023. 
 
Image material: 
Image 1: Image1_Salamander_image, Peter Pogoda.jpg. 
Description: A salamander living today, coming out of the water. Note that for the studies, the 
feeding behavior of 40 species of salamanders was investigated and observed. 
Author’s note/Copyright: Peter Pogoda 
 
Image 2: Image2_Acanthostega_Ichthyostega_Picture, SMNS, R.Baumann.jpg 
Description: The two “primordial amphibians” Acanthostega and Ichthyostega vertebrates 
from the Upper Devonian age (ca. 365 million years) of Greenland are evolutionary links. 
They lived as fish eaters in shallow water, and both still had gill slits, a caudal fin, and 7-8 
fingers and toes. 
Copyright: SMNS, R. Baumann 
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Image 3: Image3_Mastodonsaurus_Lettenkeuperdiorama_SMNS_C.Winter.jpg 
Description: The model of the primeval amphibian Mastodonsaurus in the Museum am 
Löwentor. Mastodonsaurus lived about 245 million years ago and was one of the largest 
amphibians in the history of the Earth. 
Copyright: SMNS, C. Winter 
 
Image4: Image4_Fossil_Sclerocephalus_Image_SMNS, R. Baumann.jpg 
Description: Sclerocephalus from the Lower Permian age (about 290 million years old) of the 
Palatinate is an ancestor of today’s amphibians. The fossil shown is one of the best 
preserved of this animal ever. Sclerocephalus was already a real land vertebrate with five-
toed legs. Sclerocephalus fed on fish and ate only in water. 
Copyright: SMNS, R. Baumann 
 
Image5: Image5_terrestrialization features and tetrapod phylogeny_SMNS_D. Schwarz.jpg  

Description: Exemplary features of terrestrialization and simplified tetrapodomorph 
phylogeny. (a) A hypothetical early tetrapodomorph displaying exemplary features required 
for transitioning to a permanent life on land. Traits that must adapt to terrestrial life include 
feeding, fluid balance (homeostasis of the water content), locomotion, metabolic 
detoxification and excretion, reproduction, respiration, as well as sensation and perception 
(gathering and processing environmental information). (b) Generally accepted 
tetrapodomorph phylogeny, with exemplary stem tetrapods (highlighted in light grey). 
Copyright: SMNS, D. Schwarz 
 
Please note that use of the photographic material is permitted only with credit to the 
copyright holder. Thank you. 
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State Museum of Natural History Stuttgart: 
The Stuttgart Museum of Natural History is a forward-looking research and communication 
institute. Its research collections, the archives of diversity, contain over 12 million objects. 
The museum researches the evolution of life, analyzes various ecosystems’ biodiversity, and 
communicates research findings to the general public. It is also strongly committed to training 
the next generation of young scientists. 
www.naturkundemuseum-bw.de 
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